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Modern  atomic clocks 
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Optical lattice clocks (Sr, Hg, Yb,…) 
Ultrastable 

Microwave (Cs, Rb) 
133Cs: defines the SI units of length and time 

Singly-charged ion clocks (Al+,Hg+,Cd+,…) 
Accuracy record-holders 



The accuracy frontier 
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Projected “end-of-the-road” for ion and lattice clocks : 10-18 

Clock Fractional inaccuracy 

Primary cesium standard 3 x 10-16 

Ion clocks (Al+/Mg+) 9 x 10-18 

Optical lattice clocks (Sr) 1.5 x 10-16 

Can we do better? 

q  Nuclear clock 
q  Highly-charged ions and optical clockwork 

10-19 



The ultimate clock? 
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Trapping 229 Th3+ 

5 C. Campbell, A. Radnaev, A. Kuzmich, PRL 106,  223001 (2011) 

GATech linear Paul trap Wigner crystals of laser-cooled Th3+ ions (T~mK) 



Systematic effects 
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ü  Stark shifts: cooling/probe lasers, trapping filed 
ü  Zeeman shifts  
ü  Electric quadrupole (gradients of trapping field) 
ü  Blackbody radiation 
ü  Doppler shifts  
ü  Gravity 

Clock frequency is affected by: 



Compound system 
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Structure-less point nucleus 

H = Hnuclear + H electrons + HCouloumb-point-nucleus + ΔHe−n

ΔHe−n

Nucleus = source of EM potentials =  
= E0 (Coulomb) + magnetic-dipole (mu) + electric-quadrupole (Q)+…  

Nuclear transition => jump in rho, mu, Q   

nucleons 
electrons 

Keep the electrons in the ground state (Th3+  5F5/2)  

5F5/2 



The virtues of stretching 
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Ground state Excited state 

Perturbation X = X nuc + X el

Clock shift hδνclock = X e − X g = Xnuc e − Xnuc g

Stretched states (decoupling electrons and nucleons) 

| F = J + I ,MF = F >=| 5F5/2 ,MJ = J > | I ,MI = I >

+ ΔXe-n



Virtual clock transitions 
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Two STRETCHED transitions with 
opposite shifts in B-field: 
Averaging => 
Linear Zeeman goes away  



Differential template 
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Shielding factor for Th4+ 

ΔX = γ XΔX
nuc + ΔX iso + ΔX hfs

Isomer shift (E0) HFS-mediated shift (M1+E2) 

Relativistic many-body calculations of atomic structure – typical accuracy 10%. 
Dirac-Hartree-Fock + Bruckner core-polarization + random-phase-approximation  



Isomer contribution 
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ΔX iso = dX
dRrms

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
ΔRrms

difference in the RMS radii of the nuclear 
ground- and isomer-state charge distributions 

Example: Quadrupole moment (in a.u.) of the ground electronic state 



hyperfine-mediated contribution 
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ΔX hfs =
µm − µg

µN

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
Xµ
hfs +

Qm −Qg

e b
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
XQ
hfs

Various moments = 

Polarizability = 

K. Beloy, U. I. Safronova, and A. Derevianko, PRL 97, 040801 (2006) 

HFI Moment 



Nuclear parameters 
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E. Litvinova, H. Feldmeier, J. Dobaczewski, and V. Flambaum, PRC79, 064303 (2009). 

ΔRrms < 0.0038fm

ΔQ20 < 0.28 e fm2

Δµ = −0.53µn



Uncertainty budget 
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Example: Quadrupole shift 
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ΔνQS

νclock
= − 1

2hνclock
ΔQ ∂Ez

∂z
Trapping field gradient 8 ×106 V/m2

ΔQ = γQΔQ
nuc + ΔQ iso + ΔQhfs

γQ =−177.5 ΔQnuc =−1.37(5) e b | ΔQ iso |<8 ×10−7 e a0
2 ΔQhfs ≈1.8 ×10−6 e a0

2

ΔQ ≈1×10−5 e a0
2

Dominated by anti-shielded direct nuclear contribution 

ΔνQS

νclock
≈ 3×10−20



Uncertainty budget 
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10-19 and highly-charged ions 
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Nuclear clock 229Th (Th3+ ion clock): 
v  Improvement is due to tiny size of the quantum 

oscillator => suppressed couplings  
v  Yet unobserved  optical transition 
v  Radioactivity 

clocks based on highly-charged ions: 
v  As the ionic charge  increases,  the electronic cloud shrinks 

thereby  greatly reducing couplings to detrimental external 
perturbations   

v  Highly-forbidden laser-accessible OPTICAL transitions 
v  HCIs  can be trapped and cooled 
v  The 10-19 accuracy mark is feasible 

Highly-charged ions as a basis of optical atomic clockwork of exceptional accuracy 
 A. Derevianko, V. A. Dzuba, V. V. Flambaum, arXiv:1208.3528  
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Why do we need better clocks? 
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Are constants of nature constant? 

New timepieces will lose only milliseconds over the age of the Universe 

GPS on Mars:  
Deep-space navigation (DSN network of NASA) 

Perfect quantum memory (qubits) 


